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Morning Summary: Big week for the stock market as investors try to navigate
some potentially rough waters. We have the U.S. trade deadline quickly
approaching as more tariffs on Chinese goods are scheduled to go into effect this
coming Sunday, December 15th. We also have the ongoing constitutional
arguments over the presidential impeachment. And a heavily anticipated U.K.
election. We all know the importance of the U.S. and Chinese trade negotiations
but the market doesn't seem to be paying a whole lot of attention to the volleying
back and forth. It will be interesting however to see how the market reacts or
responds to "deal or no deal" as the deadline approaches at week's end. Analysts
seem split on whether President Trump will postpone the tariffs. The
administration has signaled that Trump will allow them to go through if the two
sides fail to reach a "Phase 1" agreement before the Sunday deadline. In
Washington, there is a scheduled House hearing to focus on constitutional grounds
for impeachment. Republican and Democratic lawyers for two House committees
will make presentations today, with Judiciary Committee Democrats using a report
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issued this weekend that seeks to justify moving forward with drafting articles of
impeachment. As of right now, the trade continues to discount the impeachment
headlines as just "noise", let's hope it stays that way. Across the ocean, many
inside the trade believe the upcoming U.K. election will determine Brexit's fate.
Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who is promising to take his country out of the
European Union, holds a double-digit lead in opinion polls as Britain prepares to
vote on Thursday. Lawmakers have been deadlocked over a deal for Britain to
leave the European Union for nearly five years now. It's believed if the rival Labour
party successfully wins a majority in this election that a second Brexit referendum
will be called, raising the possibility that Britain could remain in the EU after all.
Let's also not forget, the Fed begins its two-day meeting on Tuesday with a followup press conference on Wednesday. After the better-than-expected jobs report
released this past Friday and recent data that have indicated inflation remains
muted, most suspect the Fed will take a "wait-and-see" approach leaving rates
unchanged. Friday's Employment report blew away expectations with +266,000
jobs gained in November and the unemployment rate falling to a 50-year low of
3.5%. The previous two months were revised upward by a combined +41,000.
Another highlight from the report was the +3.1% year-on-year climb in hourly
earnings. Bottom line, this was a solid report that paints a very positive picture of
the U.S. jobs market and broader economy in general. Investors are also feeling
optimistic over Friday's Consumer Sentiment report which rose to a seven-month
high of 99.2 from a previous 96.8. Sentiment has gained for four straight months
since falling to its lowest levels in almost three years in August, which bodes well
for holiday spending and the broader economy.
Meg Millions Jackpot Climbs to $314 Million: With no one hitting all six
numbers in Friday night’s Mega Millions lottery drawing, the top prize has
surged to $314 million for the next drawing on Tuesday. Your chance of
winning the top prize is 1 in about 302 million. This is actually the third
consecutive December that the jackpot has climbed above the $300 million
mark. In 2017, the Mega Millions also soared over $300 million during the
Christmas holidays, finally ending with a $451 million victory on Jan. 5, 2018,
by a ticket purchaser in Port Richey, on Florida's west coast. Then, a year
ago, it was the same scenario, finally ending with a $437 prize on New Year's
Day, 2019, won by a group of 23 co-workers from Long Island, N.Y. The
largest Mega Millions jackpot in 2019 was $522 million, won June 7 on a
ticket bought in San Diego. (Source: CNBC)
College Football Playoff Announced: For the first time since 2015, four
Power 5 conference champions have been selected for the College Football
Playoff. LSU earned the top seed this year and will face off against Oklahoma
in the Chick-fil-A Peach Bowl in Atlanta; Ohio State will play Clemson in the
PlayStation Fiesta Bowl in Glendale, Arizona. Both semifinal games will take
place on December 28th. The College Football Playoff National Championship
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will be held January 13th at the Mercedes-Benz Superdome in New Orleans.
According to ESPN's Football Power Index, Ohio State has the best projection
to win the playoff, with a 35% chance of claiming the title. LSU narrowly has
the second-best projection at 29%, followed by Clemson at 28%, and
Oklahoma 9%. I'm going with both of the tigers (LSU and Clemson) in the
title game with LSU winning it all.
Chevy Suburban gets its Own Star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame:
After nearly 60 years in the entertainment industry, the Chevrolet Suburban
is now gaining a level of respect that puts it up there with the likes of Charlie
Chaplin, Clark Gable, and Mickey Mouse. The big SUV, which has appeared in
more than 1,750 films and TV shows since 1952, has becomes the first
automobile to get its own star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. The Suburban
has had the sort of career only a handful of character actors, and even fewer
leads, could point to. That includes at least one film every year since 1960 —
including 30 nominated for an Oscar — and at least one TV show annually
since 1956. The list is heavy on the action and adventure categories, but
includes works as diverse as “The Brave One,” and “Transformers: Dark Side
of the Moon.” The Suburban has even come to life in animated form in Pixar’s
“Cars” series. The current version of the Suburban has been around since
2015, though the original model dates back to late 1934. A twelfthgeneration model debuts later this month. (Source: Bloomberg)
Despite Great Year for Stocks, Investors Have Exited in Droves: The
S&P 500 is having its best run in six years, but investors have pulled $135.5
billion from U.S. stock-focused mutual funds and exchange-traded funds so
far this year, the biggest withdrawals on record, according to data provider
Refinitiv Lipper, which tracked the data going back to 1992. Analysts say the
trend highlights investors’ apprehension toward a stock market buffeted by
the long-running U.S.-China trade war and lingering worries about a potential
recession. The outflows are also a sign that investors aren’t chasing the stock
market’s strong performance, either. This suggests major indexes like the
S&P 500 still have plenty of room to run after a decade-long rally. Investors
have shifted hundreds of billions of dollars into bonds and money-market
funds, areas considered to be harbors from volatility. A trade deal could pull
some of that money back into stocks. For the week ended Dec. 4, for
example, investors put nearly $5 billion back into U.S. stock funds—the
biggest weekly inflows in three months—on trade optimism, to help
somewhat stem the tide of withdrawals. Mutual funds account for most of the
outflows. Roughly $220.8 billion has been pulled from stock-focused mutual
funds this year, according to Refinitiv. Meanwhile, $85.3 billion has flowed
into equity ETFs, but those flows are at an eight-year low. The S&P 500 has
risen 25% this year, on pace for its strongest gain since 2013. (Source: The
Wall Street Journal)
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Corn traders will be eager to see the latest harvest progress released this
afternoon by the USDA. Last week the U.S. corn harvest was estimated to be 89%
complete. Keep in mind, North Dakota was just 36% harvested last week vs.
normally being almost completely finished. Michigan and Wisconsin were both only
66% harvested. I'm actually in Wisconsin this morning and was in the upper
northern portion of the corn belt all last week seeing a lot of corn still in the fields.
Most of the producers I spoke with are having a real struggle keeping trucks and
equipment from getting stuck, it's just too wet. South Dakota, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Minnesota, and Ohio also still had some work to do getting their remaining
acres harvested. I'm also talking to a lot of producers who are worried about lowtest weights. Several places are starting to bid up a significant premium on the
higher test weight corn, so make certain you are paying close attention. The
USDA's December Supply and Demand report is scheduled to be released
tomorrow. Even though the USDA won't be updating its production forecast in this
report many traders are curious about overall demand? Bears want to argue that
both exports and ethanol need to be lowered. I strongly argue against that but
remember I'm also holding some bullish corn positions and would like to price
more new-crop cash bushels north of $4.00. I truly believe U.S. exports are going
to start picking up some momentum and might actually reach the USDA's current
forecast. I also believe the slightly improved margins in the ethanol space can
keep demand steady. As for feed and residual demand, I continue to argue the
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USDA is actually underestimating demand and needs to move their estimate
higher, I just don't know if they will take that step in this report, perhaps waiting
until the end-of-year January report. Bottom-line, I think U.S. ending stocks are
going to eventually work lower over the next six months, but I'm not looking for
much change at all by the USDA in tomorrow's report. Outside of the USDA data, I
continue to pay close attention to South American weather and U.S. trade
negotiations. As a spec, I continue to hold a small bullish position, and like the
thought of adding a bit more length if we experience a bigger break in price. As a
producer, I'm staying very patient. I see no reason to get in a hurry with frontmonth prices sub-$3.80 per bushel.

Soybean traders will be swimming in large waves of headlines this week. We start
off tomorrow with the USDA's December Supply and Demand report. Most inside
the trade are looking for very little change to the current balance sheet. Bears
argue that exports need to be reduced but I'm not sure the USDA will be eager to
make that move, especially with so much uncertainty still surrounding Chinese
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trade negotiations. I also think the recent uptick in Chinese purchases should be
enough to keep the USDA on hold. Keep in mind, this past Friday, the Chinese
government announced they were reducing tariffs on U.S. soybean and pork as a
gesture of good faith. On the surface, this certainly sounds like a positive step in
the right direction, but perhaps the Chinese are simply opening up a window of
opportunity for its importers before the next round of U.S. trade tariffs go into
effect this coming Sunday, December 15th? On top of the uncertainty surrounding
trade negotiations and the upcoming USDA report we also have South American
weather headlines we need to navigate. Brazil seems to be in better shape than
Argentina but both have some dry areas attracting attention. It seems at the
moment the southern half of Argentina is generating the most weather headlines.
As a producer, I'm in no hurry to price any additional new-crop bushels. As a spec,
I continue to hold a small bullish position and look to take a few more small bites
should the market fall under knee-jerk type headline pressure. This week is all
about the USDA demand numbers, Chinese trade negotiations, and SAM weather.
Stayed tuned, buckle up and brace for a bumpy ride!
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Wheat bears are pointing to another round of weak export sales which were
reported the lowest of the marketing year. Like I mentioned in the corn comments,
just remember, last week was a shortened holiday week so perhaps its not all that
bad? Next week we get the USDA's monthly Supply and Demand report, but like
the other row crops mentioned above, I'm not looking for much change in the
balance sheet. Bulls argue that a much weaker export program from Australia and
perhaps a small step back by Russian exporters will ultimately allow for stronger
U.S. demand. I mostly agree. I'm hoping to see an uptick in U.S. wheat export
demand. I'm also hoping to eventually see the USDA bump feed and residual
demand a bit higher. Again, however, that probably doesn't happen in next week's
upcoming report. As a spec, I continue to hold a small bullish spring wheat
position. As a producer, I'm sticking with my wait-and-see approach. I will
continue to closely monitor weather here at home and around the globe. There are
some areas that certainly need to be on our radar. I'm actually starting to hear
more talk and concern about dry conditions building here in parts of the U.S.,
particularly some of the larger HRW areas in Kansas and Oklahoma. It's very early
but we need to be paying attention. Don't forget, Canada releases an update on
crop production today. Most inside the trade seem to be looking for a small
increase in production from the September crop estimate.
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> China to Waive Tariffs for Some U.S. Soybeans, Pork: China will waive
import tariffs for some soybeans and pork shipments from the United States,
China’s finance ministry said on Friday, citing a decision by the country’s cabinet.
The tariff waivers were based on applications by individual firms for U.S. soybeans
and pork imports, the ministry said in a statement. It did not specify the quantities
involved. Beijing’s levies on U.S. soybeans initially brought its purchases of the
U.S.′ most valuable farm export to a virtual halt, although it has offered waivers to
buyers in recent months. Those waivers are said to have expired, although new
exemptions may come too late, said an analyst. “December arrivals are already
pretty high and then we’re getting into the Brazil crop,” said Darin Friedrichs,
senior Asia commodity analyst at INTL FC Stone. “There’s limited space to buy
new U.S. soybeans at this point.” Exemptions for pork are likely to be in higher
demand, with less than two months until China’s Lunar New Year holiday, the
country’s peak consumption period. U.S. pork exports to China and Hong Kong are
already up +47% in volume terms from January to September, even with high
duties in place. (Source: CNBC)
> Chinese Soybean Production Jumps +13% in 2019: China boosted its
soybean production by +13% in 2019 amid a trade war with No. 2 supplier the
United States, official data showed on Friday, helping it record a slight rise in total
food crop output. Soybean production jumped to 18.1 million metric tons, the
National Bureau of Statistics said, with the area devoted to the oilseed rising
+11% after Beijing began offering generous subsidies to farmers to grow the
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beans. Beijing has sought to promote soybeans along with other higher value
cash crops such as rapeseed, peanuts and vegetables, while reducing planting of
staple grains like corn, wheat and rice due to surplus production of low quality
crops. It is also targeting a reduction of corn and wheat on unsuitable land, such
as parts of northern China where groundwater has been overexploited. The area
planted with corn fell -2% on the year, but output increased by +1.4% to 260.77
million metric tons. Wheat output rose +1.6% to 133.59 million metric tons, and
the bureau said more high-quality wheat has been planted nationwide. Rice output
fell by -1.2% over the previous year due to a reduction in planting of low-quality
and low-efficiency early rice, with many areas moving to planting just one crop per
year. (Source: Reuters)
> Beyond Burgers are Coming to Costco: Beyond Burger fans can now buy
fake meat in bulk. Beyond Meat will begin selling its plant-based burgers at
Costco. To match Costco customers' love for big sizes, Beyond Meat will — for the
first time — sell an eight-pack of patties for $14.99. The burgers are typically sold
in packs of two. The burgers won't be available at every Costco location: Beyond
Meat said they'll only be available in select stores. Partnering with Costco is the
latest major expansion for Beyond Meat. In November, Dunkin' (DNKN) began
selling a Beyond Meat breakfast sandwich nationally across its 9,000 stores. It also
inked deals for new items at KFC in Georgia for its new chicken alternative and
McDonald's in Canada for a new sandwich. The meat substitute protein trend could
be a boon for Costco and other retailers that begin selling it. Barclays predicts the
alternative meat sector could reach about $140 billion in sales over the next
decade, capturing about 10% of the global meat industry. Jefferies predicts that
by 2040, the alternative meat market could make $240 billion in annual revenue
globally. Read more from CNN.
> Toyota Can't Keep its Hybrids in Stock: Toyota Motor Corp. has a problem
with selling its hybrids -- it can’t get enough of them. “The only thing holding us
back on hybrids is capacity,” Bob Carter, Toyota’s North American executive vice
president for sales, told reporters on Thursday at an event in Detroit. “We can’t
make enough Corolla and RAV4 hybrids.” While many of its competitors are
walking away from hybrids and plowing billions into battery-powered cars, the
Japanese automaker has seen demand surge for its 14 gasoline-electric models.
Toyota’s hybrids accounted for 13% of total Toyota and Lexus brand sales in the
U.S. last month and made up nearly a quarter of the volume for its top seller, the
RAV4 compact SUV. Toyota could easily sell twice the number of hybrid RAV4
models, but can’t source enough electric batteries for the popular vehicle, Carter
said. Toyota plans to shift production of the RAV4 hybrid from Canada to a plant in
Kentucky early next year, and also add a plug-in hybrid option from next summer
to be imported from Japan. But that growing demand for hybrid versions of the
RAV4, Corolla and other Toyota vehicles has come at the expense of its most
famous hybrid, the Prius, sales of which are down 21% so far this year. (Source:
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/1?ik=80e921c654&view=pt&search…ead-f%3A1652441533703812963&simpl=msg-f%3A1652441533703812963
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Bloomberg)
> Food and Beverage Companies Dominate a List of the 20 Fastest
Growing Brands: Per new rankings by Morning Consult, food and beverage
companies dominated a list of the 20 fastest growing brands in 2019, with 11 of
the top spots claimed by food brands and delivery services. The restaurant
delivery service DoorDash came in at No. 1 for the second year in a row, while
plant-based meat purveyor Impossible Foods ranked fourth and snack company
KIND ranked sixth. The list was determined by the share of consumers who said
they would consider buying from a band over the course of 2019, which Morning
Consult tracked on a daily basis. It’s not just disruptors and startups that
performed well in 2019. The study also shows certain legacy brands have
successfully made inroads with younger consumers. For example, Jif and Haagen
Dazs both picked up about 9 percentage points in purchasing consideration among
Millennials this year. The full report is available HERE.
> New Can Packages Ditch Plastic Six-Pack Rings for Cardboard Carriers:
The plastic six-pack ring, once ubiquitous on packs of beer and soda, may not
necessarily exist much longer. The latest alternative is the KeelClip, a design that
attaches a paper lid to the top of the cans, with a hidden flap shaped like the keel
on a boat to keep the cans stable. Coca-Cola and AB InBev will begin rolling it out
in Europe next year. Graphic Packaging International, the company that designed
the KeelClip, started working on alternatives to plastic rings 25 years ago. But it’s
only in the last couple of years, as consumer sentiment against plastic has grown
and countries have started to ban single-use plastic, that beverage companies
have started to make the shift. The new design is a little more expensive than
plastic, though the company says that the cost will come down as production
scales up. The design also gives brands extra marketing space on the top of the
cardboard, another selling point. But most importantly, it can fit into existing
production lines. In the European Union, single-use plastic will be banned in 2021.
(Canada recently announced a similar ban, as have other countries.) Read more
HERE.
> Your Harshest Critic Lives in Your House and Prevents You From
Progressing Toward Your Goals: Let’s not kid ourselves: you are your own
worst critic. The problem is that critic is with you 24/7. Just waiting for the
opportunity to mess with you. Your inner critic has plenty of targets. They know
everything, and I mean everything, about you. Career and money are but two
areas that your inner critic loves to target. It could be the case you think you
aren’t working enough. In today’s always-connected world there are always
opportunities to work more. Maybe your inner critic thinks you haven’t progressed
enough on your life goals. That need not be the case. James Clear writes, "You can
be happy with who you are and still want to be better. You can love your body and
still want to improve it. You can appreciate your financial state and still want to
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improve it. Progress does not require self-loathing. You can feel successful along
the way." Wanting to put yourself in a better situation doesn’t make you less than.
If we can tone down the negative self-talk we have a better chance of diagnosing
our issues and dealing with them in a positive, productive manner. Read more
HERE.
> Friends Bake Nearly 4,000 Cookies for U.S. Troops: A New Jersey mom
used to gather her friends every holiday season to bake thousands of cookies for
troops like her son, serving overseas. This year, she lost her battle with breast
cancer – but the kitchen was not empty. Her friends still got together to bake in
her honor, making 3,694 cookies for the troops. Watch a video about their
heartwarming story HERE.

South Central Minnesota - This year I pulled the pin on corn planting May 31st.
With the overly wet corn and lack of propane available now, it probably wasn't a
bad idea. However having a cooler than normal summer did show what the earlier
corn that we normally plant can do, so guessing if I had to plant into the 2nd week
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of June I'd be pulling out some even earlier stuff. The corn I mention was 94-96
day corn. The varieties I planted behave very similar and were hard to tell apart
but obviously some in that range wouldn't perform near as well. I already planned
on staying on the early side of corn for next year, just because of a lot of
unknowns with the weather.
South Central Illinois - We finished up corn a few weeks back and it was as poor
or maybe worse than I would have ever expected. I was hearing early yields north
of us up near 200 so I was hopeful we might be in the 170s. The corn as a whole
made 137 bushels across 640 acres the beans made just a hair over 40 bushels
across all the acres. We delivered everything into the elevator out of the field
because we don't have a dryer and it needed to be brought down in moisture a
little. The soybeans came off dry so we just binned it. Hopefully a Chinese deal will
come through and we can salvage this year with some better prices, at least on
our beans. We will collect a little insurance on corn but nothing on beans. We have
been able to get more fieldwork done this year compared to last so we are pretty
much locked into 75% corn next year.
Northeast Indiana - The corn came off extremely wet. We don't really have
profit in the yields we harvested any way you slice it. We had several fields
flooded out completely that made worse than our soybeans in acres across acres.
The insurance will bail us out a little but it's going to be a red year either way. I
think our absolute best field made 151 bushels per acre. It had good drainage and
some rolling ground. We spend at least 20 cents a bushel drying the corn down,
maybe more. I haven't done the exact math. The test weight was low but not
quite as bad as the boys up north. On to next year.
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: The shorter I am, the bigger I am. What am I?

Will Digital Agriculture Change Our Pricing Models?
Digital agriculture is making it possible to form a predictive model that establishes
a yield metric that could lead the industry down the road to "outcome-based
pricing". Meaning either inputs and technology actually produce and show a
positive outcome or we don't have to pay. Experts say this model could remove
some of the seed, input, and technology risk for growers and be a tool for the
more risk-averse producer. I think it would also help speed up adoption rates
for companies trying to roll out new tech.
From what I understand, Bayer Crop Science piloted such a plan this past summer
with a handful of U.S. corn farmers. Bayer executives say that under such an
arrangement, the company will team its research and development data with data
from the farmer’s field to build a predictive model for say fungicide, and if, when,
and where it would financially benefit the grower to apply it. Then, if the outcome
were to fall below the predetermined metric, Bayer makes up the difference to the
farmer. If it falls above the metric, both parties share 50-50 in the upside.
Executives believe the data science behind The Climate Corporation, Bayer’s digital
agriculture division, can make this model work. Digitization is the key force behind
these innovations and this year's pilot program was lead by Bayer’s Seed Advisor,
a tool that uses an algorithm matching hybrids with specific fields. I'm told that
farmers testing the tool in 2018 boosted corn yields by an average of +9 bushels
per acre across 100,000 U.S. corn acres in Iowa, Illinois, and Minnesota.
Slumping commodity prices are really what has agricultural firms thinking about
outcome-based pricing structures, and this approach isn't new as other industries
are also shifting to similar models. There are now accounting and consulting firms
who are moving from billing in time increments to a model that links price to the
value of client outcomes. (Source: agriculture.com, digitalistmag)
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What DNA Testing Can and Can't Tell You About Your Health
Consumer DNA testing kits are big money, with their popularity growing from
genealogy tests to now include a wide range of health testing. However, the
burgeoning industry, particularly health testing, has also been accused of some
questionable practices, including misleading product claims and deceptive
marketing. Since consumer testing kits are increasingly popular as gift items, I
thought it would be a good idea to take a deeper look.
Medical experts say direct-to-consumer (DTC) genetic testing has both benefits
and limitations but it's important for consumers to understand that they are not a
substitute for clinical testing. Most DTC tests aren't regulated to the degree that
medical genetic tests are either. Experts usually recommend genetic testing only
when a patient has a specific medical reason, such as a family history of certain
cancers. That’s because no single test can search your DNA for general health
risks. And the one-size-fits-all health tests that are bundled with ancestry
information are typically not personalized enough to inform medical decisions. Your
doctor can tell you if your background and concerns make genetic testing a good
idea. Below are what medical experts consider the most useful applications for
DNA testing with a few notes about their limitations:
Diagnostic Genetic Testing Can Confirm Certain Hereditary Diseases:
If you have symptoms of a disease that may be caused by genetic changes,
sometimes called mutated genes, genetic testing can reveal if you have the
suspected disorder. According to the National Institutes of Health, genetic
tests (at the clinical level) can be used to identify 2,000 hereditary diseases
and conditions. Some examples of common hereditary diseases that these
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tests might find include cystic fibrosis, familial hyperlipidemia, and muscular
dystrophy. In some cases, if doctors are able to identify the disease before
symptoms progress to a severe level, they can help patients plan for
managing the condition. It might also give patients more options for treating
the disease. This type of testing is usually only done in a health-care setting.
Presymptomatic DNA Tests May Show Whether You'll Develop a
Hereditary Disease: When a healthy person with no symptoms has a
documented family history of a disease, such as diabetes, genetic tests can
analyze specific markers in their genes that are related to that disease.
Doctors may then use this information to predict whether that person is at
risk of developing the condition. But many of these diseases involve multiple
mutations, occurring in one or a few genes, which makes determining a
person's risk more complex. Genetic testing can be useful by allowing doctors
to analyze the different types of gene changes, which can give them an idea
of whether someone will get a disease, how bad it will be, and perhaps
insights on potential treatments. But this type of result is a lot different than
saying you're definitely going to get a disease. This is especially the case
when it comes to diseases where your genes and lifestyle choices play a role
in whether you get it.
Predictive DNA Tests May Predict Risks for Certain Cancers but Aren't
100%: According to the National Cancer Institute, some genetic tests can
provide people with information about whether they inherited mutations
associated with several types of hereditary cancer. This includes certain types
of breast cancer, colon cancer, melanoma, and sarcoma. However, it's
important to remember that not all cancers are caused by hereditary
mutations. In fact, many of the mutations that cause cancers are sporadic,
which means they happen randomly and unexpectedly due to environmental
factors. This means a genetic test can't always say for certain whether
someone will get cancer. Still, if you have a family history of cancer and
you're concerned about your risk, you should talk with your doctor about this
type of testing.
DNA Testing Can Show if You're a Disease Carrier: If you have a family
history of a genetic disorder — such as sickle cell anemia or cystic fibrosis —
or you're in an ethnic group that has a high risk of a specific genetic disorder,
you may choose to have genetic testing before having children. An expanded
carrier screening test can detect genes associated with a wide variety of
genetic diseases and mutations and can identify if you and your partner are
carriers for the same conditions.
Some Test May Predict Certain Traits: Many consumer DNA tests now
provide people with information that isn't related to whether or not they have
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a serious genetic disorder. SNP testing (single-based nucleotide
polymorphism testing) can detect variations in a person's genome that are
associated with different traits that aren't necessarily diseases, but rather
medical conditions like lactose intolerance. It's important to note these trait
tests, as well as SNP-based tests for disease risk, do have limitations. One
issue with these consumer tests is that they only test for a limited number of
relatively common genetic variants. This can be problematic if you're
someone from an underrepresented population because your results might
not be as accurate as those for someone from a population group that has
been extensively studied. And even if you are from a population that has
been well studied and is highly represented in available research databases,
it's important to remember these SNP-based test results are not considered a
medical diagnosis. (Sources: Mayo Clinic, Business Insider, UofMHealth)
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Worth Thinking About...
Brendon Bouchard delivers his famous "Earn Your Blessings" speech. It certainly
makes you stop and think. I've learned that the power of intention is huge! Did
you live? Did you love? Did you matter? Just hoping this lands on someone at the
right time and makes a difference. Have a great weekend! Click HERE
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ANSWER to riddle: A temper.
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Sponsored by AgSwag
Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium
selection in the swag space?
AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands
such as: Branded Bills, Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and
Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era, Nike, North Face, Pacific
Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more
Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners.
When used properly in a well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can
dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition, client churn and
retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump
family believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.
AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner
with “best-of-practice” and like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-oninvestment” by designing and helping to implement a well thought out
corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online
companies that offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or tshirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection, design, implementation, and service!
Click HERE to learn more!
Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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